Notice: New Catalog in Development

(Please scroll down to view the old version)

Change  This version of the Greenbarn catalog has served us well for many years, but it is quite "long in the tooth" now and ready for retirement. We are working hard to upgrade our online catalog to a searchable version, with prices, information, color chips, links to manufacturer web pages, mobile device compatibility, and with links to safety data sheets.

Search  Please visit www.Greenbarn.com and enter your keywords into the search bar for detailed product information. You might search by using supplier names like Plainsman, Spectrum, Kemper, and Skutt. You can also search with general terms such as low fire, glaze, tool, and sculpture if you want a broader search. Or, if you know that you want to find a specific product by name, you can enter M370, Potter's Choice, Kaolin, or other product names to take you right to the individual items.

Info  You may notice that some items in the upgraded catalog will have a bold "i" in the description, and this is a clickable link to additional information for you. This link will often take you to a supplier's web page, and away from the Greenbarn website. Where possible, we are also linking material safety data sheets directly to the related catalog items, such as dry glaze materials, glazes and clays.

ETA  Thank you for your patience while we perform this upgrade. The vast majority of our products are already listed in the new catalog, but we expect that this conversion is a process, and that it will take some time to complete the descriptions to our satisfaction. Your feedback is welcome and we will continue to work at making this an easier catalog to use, with more information for you, so that we can help you get back to making your art!

Sincerely,
All of us here at Greenbarn Potters Supply
Catalog for reference only, all prices are out of date. *** Please see "Search bar" at Greenbarn.com

Shimpo RK-Whisper Wheel
The wheel for professionals. Our most popular and best selling potters wheel. The quietest wheel we sell. Excellent wheel for school and studio use. Metal casing is very durable. The footpedal is attached to the side of the wheel and has a hand lever to allow another option for speed control. New type of drive. Variable speed 0-250 rpm. Plenty of power. Reversible. Weight 44 kgs. Five year warranty on all Shimpo wheels. Brochure available.

RK-Whisper wheel..........................$1889.00
* Price includes CSA approval (legal in Canada) and a 2 piece pan.

Shimpo VL-Whisper Wheel

VL-Whisper wheel..........................$2039.00
* Price includes CSA approval (legal in Canada) and a 2 piece pan.

Shimpo VL-Lite Wheel
Designed with the potter in mind, the VL-Lite is a belt-driven lightweight wheel. "Lite" enough to carry yet sturdy enough to throw on. Featuring a remote pedal, extra workspace, 100-watt reversible motor, an automatic belt-tensioning system and a "Lite" price. Variable speed 0-250 rpm with enough power to center 25 lbs of clay. Weight 23 kgs. Five year warranty on all Shimpo wheels.

VL-Lite wheel...............................$1229.00
* Price includes CSA approval (legal in Canada) and a 2 piece pan.

Shimpo Aspire Wheel
This powerful little tabletop wheel is incredibly portable! Take it with you to workshops, or put it out of the way to free up extra studio space. Includes two 9 3/4" bats and a splashpan. 20 lb centering, variable speed 0-230 rpm. Available in clockwise or counter clockwise. Weight 11.5 kgs. New! Five year warranty on all Shimpo wheels. Now available with a foot pedal for a small extra cost.

Aspire wheel..............$799.00
or w/foot pedal.............$919.00
* price includes CSA approval

Shimpo Wheel Accessories

Splashpans for Whisper wheels:
2 piece splashpan for Whisper RK.............$179.00
Older style, yellow pan with ledge at back (CLIPS)
2 piece splashpan for Whisper VL...............$139.00
White pan for VL-Whisper wheel (SNAP-FIT)

Splashpans for older wheels:
Small 1 piece white splashpan..................$82.50
Large 1 piece white splashpan..................$93.00

Accessories:
Potter's Stool (adjust. legs)......................$121.00
Splash pan plugs, small........................$5.29
Splash pan plugs, large.........................$5.99
Splash pan clips (per pair).....................$13.59
Batt pins (per pair)............................$4.85

Potter's Stool, adjustable

Shimpo VL- Lite

Shimpo RK-Whisper wheel

Shimpo VL-Whisper wheel

Shimpo VL-Lite wheel

Shimpo Aspire Wheel

Equipment: Wheels & Accessories
Notes: (on which Shimpo replacement pan fits the best)

2 piece (White) splashpan:
Fits well on the Basic, Super, and M400 wheels.
A bit awkward to use on the M750 wheels because the wheelhead is 14", so there isn't a lot of clearance between wheelhead and pan.

2 piece (Yellow) splashpan: older style with ledge on back
Fits well on the Basic, Super, and M400 wheels.
Fits the M750 wheels, but is a little awkward to use, because the wheelhead is 14" on the Master wheels, so there is not much clearance between wheelhead and pan.
This splashpan fits all wheels made after 1981, but does not fit old RK2 Basic wheels made before 1981: use 1 piece splashpans for these older model wheels

Small 1 piece splashpan
OK on all wheels, but a bit awkward to use on the M750 wheel because the wheelhead is 14", so not a lot of clearance between wheelhead and splashpan.
This one-piece splashpan is designed for replacement on older model
Shimpo wheels, prior to 1981. Requires removal of wheelhead and securing pan with bolts.

Large 1 piece splashpan:
Fits all wheels, however, can't use the large splashpan AND the table on the RK10 Basic or Super wheel, it won't fit.
OK to use the large splashpan AND the table on the Master wheels

Table:
Fits all wheels except the Mini Master
Use small splashpan when using table on Basic or Super wheels, can't use the table AND the large splashpan on the Basic or Super wheel, won't fit.
Use either large or small splashpan with table on the Master wheels.

PARTS NOTE:
Shaft size on Potter's Wheels:
Shimpo wheels: 25mm shaft size, which is about 1"
Pacifica wheels: 1" shaft
Brent wheels: shaft is permanently attached to wheel.
Creative Industries wheels: shaft is permanently attached to wheel.
Laguna kickwheels:
Estrin kickwheels: 1" shaft.
Pacifica Electric Wheels: special order

Pacifica 400 Wheel
Our least expensive electric wheel. Pacifica wheels are now made by Laguna Clay Co. The Magic Pedal provides slow speed power and control. 2 year warranty against defects in parts and labor. Price includes pan.
Pacifica 400 Wheel .................. $ Price on request

Pacifica 800 wheel
The 800 wheel is the same as the 400 except that it has a larger 1/2 hp motor for more power. Good for those wanting to throw larger pots that require a bit of extra power. Special order only.
Pacifica 800 wheel .................. $ Price on request

Pacifica accessories:
Splashpan ............................................ $69.00

PARTS
Drive belts - each .................. $12.39
Control box with pedal ........ $ Price on request

Note on Pacifica drive belts:
- wheel normally takes a set of 4 belts
- 2 sizes belts: 42" and 50"
- 42" are for current wheels made after Sept. 1994
- 50" are for older wheels made before Sept. 1994

Laguna Kickwheels
A good kickwheel with 95 pound concrete flywheel. Durable all steel welded frame with corrosion resistant aluminum tabletop. Also available in a motorized version. Special order only.
Kickwheel ........................................... $ Price on request
Motorized kickwheel .................. $ Price on request
Motor unit ................................. $ Price on request
Batt pins (pair) ......................... $ Price on request

Lockerbie Kickwheels
A solid professional quality kickwheel. Similar in appearance to the Laguna kickwheel illustrated above. Welded steel pipe and angle iron frame. Safety guard surrounds the concrete flywheel. 14" wheelhead with cast iron splashpan. Also available in a motorized version with a 1/3 hp motor. Special order only.
Kickwheel ........................................... $ Price on request
Motorized kickwheel .................. $ Price on request
Motor unit ................................. $ Price on request
Batt pins (pair) ......................... $ Price on request
Brent Model B wheel - Special Order

Designed to meet the needs of schools and studio potters. This wheel is quiet and solid under a load of 25 lbs of clay. The wheel has a 12” cast aluminum wheelhead with a 1/3 hp motor for the power necessary for school use. Splashpan included.
Brent model B $ Price on request

Brent “B” Wheel

Potters seat $429.00
The potters seat attaches directly to the wheel and is adjustable for both height and distance from the wheel. Sturdy enough for school use and stays with the wheel so it can’t be misplaced.

Brent accessories

Splashpan $90.00
Batt pins (pair) $4.50
Leg extension $ Price on request
The leg extension raises your wheel to standing height and fits the B, C, and CxC.

Brent Wheels: special order

Brent Model A
A small wheel for the hobbyist. 12” wheelhead. Splashpan included.
Special order only. Brochure available.
Brent model A $ Price on request

Brent B Reversing
Same as the B, but has a reversing option built in, not normally stocked but available on special order.
Brent B Reversing $ Price on request

Brent Model C
With a 1/2 hp motor, this wheel has a bit more power than the model B. The 14 inch machined aluminum wheelhead runs on permanently installed ball bearings. Electronic footpedal.
Splashpan included. Special order only. Brochure available.
Brent model C $ Price on request

Brent Model CxC
The top of the line Brent wheel. This wheel features all steel construction, a tough 1 hp motor, 14” wheelhead and a heavy 1/4” steel table. This wheel can centre up to 100 lbs of clay. Splashpan included. Brochure available.
Special order only.
Brent model CxC $ Price on request

Other Brent Wheels
Available on special order only. Inquire for more information or ask for the Brent brochure which lists all Brent wheels.
Model 16 - wheelchair accessible $ Price on request
Model 15 - cone drive Brent wheel $ Price on request
Model J Kickwheel $ Price on request
Model EJ motorized kickwheel $ Price on request
Kickwheel kit - metal parts only (KWK) $ Price on request
Kickwheel kit - wood only (KWWK) $ Price on request
Shimpo Pugmill
Model NRA-04, aluminum construction. Brochure available. Great for reprocessing clay. Capacity about 880 lbs/hour. Shipping weight 144lb. A tamper and safety switch are now standard. New design makes it very easy to pull apart for cleaning. Also available in stainless steel barrel, please inquire for availability.
Size: approximately - 25.5" x 12" x 22.5"

NRA-04 pugmill ...................... $ 4790.00
NRA-04S, stainless pugmill....... $ 5650.00

Other Pugmills
Pugmills from Peter Pugger and other suppliers are also available on special order. Please inquire for details.